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We shall define the concept of fourth-order strong mixing rates and study their 
properties. Results are useful for establishing a condition of the form 
(*)C.,b,rIcum(X,,X,,X,,X,)I<coor~Icum(X,,X,,X,,X,)Idadbdc<wfor 
dependent random variables (X,). As an application we shall consider an 
evaluation of a fourth-order strong mixing rate for a random closed set Z (in the 
sense of Matheron) and derive the condition (*) for IX,}, X, being an outcome of a 
local measurement upon Z. The result is also applicable to point processes which 
admit clustering representations. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Strong mixing rates play an essential role in a part of the central limit 
theorem for dependent random variables. Apart from the conceptual 
simplicity, their importance lies, among others, in forming a simple condition 
which ensures the finiteness of the asymptotic variance o* of partial 
sum S, = X0 + c.. + X,, that is, 
cr* = E{X;} + 2 2 E{X,X,} < 00 
I=1 
(see Ibragimov and Linnik [2, Theorem 18.5.31). Previously the present 
author proved a central limit theorem for random fields using strong mixing 
type condition and gave an evaluation of relevant strong mixing rates for 
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random closed sets (see Mase [6]). This result is useful for showing 
asymptotic normality of stereological estimators (see Mase [7]). 
Statisticians are frequently concerned with estimation of the asymptotic 
variance of asymptotically normal estimators (which are sometimes linear 
combinations of original data). To deal with this problem, it is convenient to 
assume a condition of the form 
\’ (cum(~,,~,,~,,~,)1~ 03, 
a,b,c 
or (1.1) 
according to whether indices are discrete or not, where “cum” means a joint 
cumulant. Usually these conditions are supposed a priori (see, e.g., Brillinger 
[ 1, Chap. 41 and Mase [ 71). 
In this paper we shall define the concept of fourth-order strong mixing rate 
and examine its properties. The obtained results are useful for deriving 
conditions of the form (1.1). As an application, we shall give an evaluation 
of fourth-order strong mixing rates for a random closed set Z (in the sense of 
Matheron) and consider the condition (1.1) for {X,}, X, being an outcome of 
a local measurement upon Z. 
The definition of strong mixing rates of arbitrary order is quite 
straightforward and one may derive similar results to those stated in 
Section 2. The present proof is quite general. By the way, note that some 
authors considered higher-order versions of correlation functions and applied 
them to limit theorems (see Statulevicius [Ill). 
2. FOURTH-ORDER STRONG MIXING RATES 
First recall the definition of rth-order joint cumulant, 
cum(X ,,..., X,) = c (-l)P-l (p - l)! E 
where the summation extends over all partitions {S, ,..., S,}, 1 Qp < I, of 
{L..., r}. In particular, cum(X,, X,) = E{ Y, Y2}, and 
cum(x,,x,,x,,x,)=E{Y,Y,Y,Y,}-E{Y,Y,}E{Y,Y,} 
-E{Y,Y,}ElY,Y,}--E{Y,Y,}E(Y,Y,}, (2.2) 
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where Yi =X, - E{X,}. Basic properties of cumulants are concisely 
summarized in Brillinger [ 1, Chap. 21. 
Let (0, u, P) be a probability space and u,, 1 Q i < 4, be sub-u-algebras of 
o. We shall define the fourth-order strong mixing rate of {ai} by 
#4(~1,~2,~39~4)= Sup{1 cumO1,,,Xa,,Xa,,Xa,)l;AiE”i}. (2.3) 
Note that this definition is consistent with that of an ordinary strong mixing 
rate #2(u,, u,) which is defined by 
Roughly speaking, the fourth-order strong mixing rate measures a mutual 
discrepancy of {ui} as a whole. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let random variables Xi be a,-measurable and let 
MaXi IIxil14+S = a < co for a 6 > 0. Then 
~cum(X,,X2,X3,X4)~~2841a4[~4(~,,~2,~3,~4)]””4’S’. (2.4) 
Here II * ll4+s means the L4+‘-norm. As can be seen immediately, this result 
is analogous to the corresponding result employing #2(u,, u2) (see, e.g., [2, 
Theorem 17.2.21 of Ibragimov and Linnik). The proof is somewhat lengthy 
and is better to be divided into several lemmas. The procedure is, however, 
essentially the same as that of the just cited theorem and so we shall 
sometimes only sketch outlines of proofs. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let IX, I < c, as. Then 
ProoJ Let {S, ,..., S,} be partitions of {2,3,4} where S, may be void. 
Then 
Hence, if we define & by 
rl = sign C (-l)p-l(p - l)! E jQ Xi ] I , 
683/12/4-l 
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then ( cum(X, , X, , X, , X,)1 < c, cum(&) X,, X, , X,). Repeating the same 
procedure, we can find random variables &, 1 < i < 4, which take only three 
values, 0, f 1, and a,-measurable, respectively, such that 
I cWX19 X2, X3, X4)1 < c, c2 c3 c4 cum(t,, t2, t3, t4>. 
Since ri can be expressed as ci = xA, - xB, (Ai, Bi E ui), 
Icum(L t2, t3, t4)l < Icum(XA,,XA2,XAj,XAI)I + - + Icum~~,,XBt,XBJ,Xs4)l 
< 24$,(q 3 02 3 03 9 u4). 
Thus we have proved the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix a number N > 0 and consider the truncation Y, of X, ; 
Y,=X, if l&l >N, =o if IX,l<N, (2.6) 
where Max, IIX,ll~+s = a < 00. Then, with c = a/N, 
~~I~,~2~3~~I~~~~I~,~*~3~~IJ~~Il~,~*~3~~I~~~~I~*~*~3~~l~9~s~4~ 
El1 Y, Y2 Y31},E{l Y, Y,X,I}, E{I Y,X,X,I} < c’+“a3, 
E{I Y, Y,l}, E{I Y,X,I} < c2+‘a2. 
E{l Y,l} < c3+‘a, 
EM, -.a X,1} <a’, l<i<4. 
ProojI Note that I Yi I/N > 1 or = 0. The Holder inequality is all that we 
need. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
44(u, 9 02 9 03 7 04) < 4. 
Proof. Let A, E u1 and Xi be xAi - P{A,}. Then IX,1 < 1. Hence from the 
expression (2.2) we can get the assertion. 
LEMMA 2.4. Under the assumption and the notation of Lemma 2.2. Let 
Zi=Xi- Yi. Then 
1 cum@, 9 Z2, Z3 9 Z,)l< WI4 44b7,9 u2, u3, ~7~)~ 
Icum(Y,,Z2,Z3,Z4)I<a4(cs +3c’+” + 9c2+& + 13c3+*), 
~cum(Y,,Y2,Z3,Z4)(~a4(cs+2c’+~+3c2+d+4c4+2*+8c5+26+8c6+26), 
lcum(Y,, Y2, Y,, Z,)l < a4(c* + c’+’ + 6c4+2s + 6c5+2” + 6~‘+~” + 6~~+~‘), 
Icum(Y,, Y,, Y,, Y,)l <a4(cs + 7c4+28 + 12~*+~’ + 6~*~+~‘). 
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ProoJ The first inequality follows from (2.5). Others are consequences 
of (2.1) and Lemma 2.2. 
Now we can start the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let ) = @&,, c2, cj, u4) and c = a/N. Since 
cumulants are linear in each argument, we have 
where Yi and Zi are the same as in Lemma 2.4. Applying Lemma 2.4 to the 
last equality, we get 
I cum(x, , X2, X3, X,)1 
< (2N)4 $ + a4(15cs + 28~“~ + 54~~~~ + 52c3+’ + 55c4+ *’ 
+ 72c5+*’ + 48~~~‘~ + 36~*+~’ + 24~~+~’ + 6~‘~~~“). 
Now choose N = a# - *‘(4 + @. Then c = 4 ‘D~+~) and 
I cum(X, , X2, X3, X4)1 
<a4$6/(4+6)[24 + 15 + 28@/‘4+6’ + ... + 6#“*+3”‘/(4+6)] 
z a4qP4+‘) . C(6, 4). 
By Lemma 2.3 and a simple calculation, C(6,4) Q C(6,4) < C(O,4) < 284 1 
and we have finished the proof. 
Practically a direct evaluation of the quantity #,(a,, u2. 03, a,) may be 
difficult and sometimes we can bypass this difficulty using the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2. 
ProoJ Let A, B, C and D be elements of u,, u2, u3 and u4, respectively. 
From (2.1) we have the inequality 
~~P{AnBnCnD)-P{An7nC)P{~)~ 
+IP{BncnD)-P{Bnc)P{D)I+IP{AnCnD)-P{AnC)P(D)I 
+IP(AnBn~)-P{AnB)P{D)I+(P{AnD)-P{A)P{D)l 
+ 3 IP{BnD} -P(B) Pp)I + 3 IP{cno) -P{C) P{D)I. 
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Also we have the inequality 
The desired inequalities are immediate consequences of these inequalities. 
3. APPLICATION TO RANDOM SET THEORY 
As stated previously, Theorem 1 is useful for establishing a condition of 
the form Ca,6,cIcum(X,,X,,X,,X,)l < 0~) or ~lcum(&,&,&,~,>l 
da db dc ( co. As an illustration, we consider an application to random set 
theory (in the sense of Matheron). This result is itself important to the 
statistical inference about random sets (i.e., stereology), that is, it supplies a 
condition which guarantees the consistency of estimators of asymptotic 
variance (see Mase [7]). 
First it may be appropriate to give a brief account of random sets and 
marked point process models. For details we refer to Matheron’s book [S]. 
Let jT be the totality of nonvoid closed sets of R” and ur be the u-algebra of 
i’ generated by the sets of the form (FE F; F nK = 0, F n G # 0}, K 
and G being compact and open, respectively. It is known that o, coincides 
with the Bore1 a-algebra of a certain locally compact topology of K. 
Matheron showed that ur has the generating algebra a; which consists of the 
sets of the form 
{FEEjr; FnR,=0, FnRR,#O, l<i<n), RiE7.‘, 
where Y is the class consisting of unions of a closed and an open set (see 
Matheron [ 8, Lemma 2-2- 1 I). 
A random closed set (RACS) Z is a measurable mapping from a 
probability space (Q, u, P) into (Sr, a,). Let P be a simple point process on 
Rd. P can be considered as a RACS whose realization is a.s. locally tinite. 
Let A be a RACS which is compact a.s. and {A,; x E Rd} be its independent 
copies which are also independent of P. The RACS 
Z=t) (T,A,;xEP}, TX being the translation by vector x, (3.1) 
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is called a marked point process model (with independent marking). P is 
called the germ process and {A,} the primary grains of 2. This type of 
RACS has been recently studied by several authors (see, e.g., Konig and 
Stoyan [3,4], Koshitzki [5], Stoyan [ 12, 131). If, moreover, P is regionally 
independent, 2 is called a Boolean model. A careful study of Boolean models 
from the point of view of infinite divisibility with respect to union operation 
is given in Matheron [8, Chap. 31. A strictly stationary Boolean model 
corresponds to a stationary and regionally independent P, which is a fortiori 
a Poisson point process whose intensity is proportional to the Lebesgue 
measure. 
The aim of this section is Theorem 3, whose proof is given after preparing 
several lemmas. In the sequal, a RACS Z is always of the form (3.1). Let us 
denote by u(Z) the sub-o-algebra of u which consists of events observable 
through Z. Z({x,}) means the RACS U,, Tx.Axfl and Z(B) is the 
RACS z(P f7 B). The unit closed ball of Rd is denoted by B and B,(r) is the 
set {rx+y;xEB,yES]. 
LEMMA 3.1. LetA,cB, andA,cB, withB,nB,=0. Then 
< 2 i P{Z(Bf)n Aj # 0) + 4&[o(Pn B,), o(Pn B2)]. (3.2) 
i=l 
In particular, if P is regionally independent, 
#&(ZnA,),o(ZnA,)]<2 i P(Z(Bf)nAi#O}. (3.3) 
i=l 
Proof: First, let di, d* E a;. dr has the following representation. 
A(= {FE~;FnR,,=0,FnR,,#0,1 <j<n,}, R, E 7-. (3.4) 
, If Ei denotes the event {Zn A; E d} and Fi the event {Z(B,) n Ai E s.&}, 
then 
I cumOlE,9 x,,) - cum(XF, 9 xF21 
~tP{~,n~,}-P{F,nFF,}I+IP{~,}--{F,}I+lP{~,~--P(F,}l 
< 2P{E, 0 Fl} + 2P{E, 0 F2}. 
where “0” means the symmetric difference. From (3.4) we can show that 
E, @ F, c {Z(Bf) n A, # a}, hence 
lcum(XE,,XE2)-cum~~,,XFZ)l~2 i PWBf)nAi+QJI. 
i=l 
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On the other hand, since P, {A,; XE B,) and (A,;x E B,} are mutually 
independent, 
cum(X,,,XF2)=E(fi(PnBl)fi(PnB2)) -ELfApfW)l WD’n4) 
wheref~(PnBi)=P(Z(Bi)nAiE&~]a(PnBi)). Therefore 
Icum(x,,,XF2)I~4~2[b(PnB,),a(PnB,)1. 
Here note that ]fi] ( 1 and use Theorem 17.2.1 of Ibragimov and Linnik [ 
which is the prototype of (2.5). If P is regionally independent, of course 
cumk,, , xFJ = 0. As a result, we have shown that ) cumkF,, x,,)] is bounded 
by the right-hand side of (3.2). Then a monotone class argument shows 
immediately that (3.2) is valid generally. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that the germ process P is stationary and its 
intensity is a-times the Lebesgue measure. If I is a finite set of B*, then 
P( Z(B,(r + s)‘) n B,(r) # 0) < #I . amd (r t t)* F(dt), (3.5) 
where F(t) = P(D, < t}, D, = MaxXeA Ix) and od is the volume of B. 
ProoJ Note that dist[B,(r), B,(r + s)‘] = s. Using the independence of P 
and {A,} and the Campbell theorem (see Matthes et al. [9, Chap. l]), we 
have 
P { Z(B,(r + s)‘) n B,(r) # 0) 
GE I 
c 
xtPnGi$+s)c 
P{ T,A n B,(r) # 0) 
I 
=a 
I 
P{T,AnB,(r)#g}a!x=aE ak 
x$mr+S) I 
<aE 
=#I* awdE((r+D,)dXl~,>sl}. 
So (3.5) has been proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S = {x1, x2, x3,x,,} c R* and Z and J be a partition of 
S. Under the assumption and notations of Lemma 3.2, if B,(r t s)n 
B,(r + s) = 0, r, s > 0, then 
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#4[u(2 n T,,rB), 1 < i < 4]< 104ao, 
5 (r + t)d F(dt) t>2s/3 
+ 52(&{P n B,(r t 2s/3)}, a{P n B,(r t 2s/3)}]. (3.6) 
In particular, if P is regionally independent, 
#,{a(2 n TxirB), 1 < i < 4} < 104aw, 
I 
(r t t)d F(dt). 
t>Zs/3 
Proof: From Theorem 2 
hb(Z n T,,rB), 1 Q i < 41< W,[ulZ n B,(r)}, 4Z n B,(r)}]. 
Also, from Lemma 3.1, 
(2[ulZnB,(r)},o(ZnB,(r)}l 
< 2P{Z[B,(r+ 2~/3)~]nB,(r)f0} t2P{Z[B,(rt2~/3)~] nB,(r)#a} 
t 4#,[u{P n B,(r t 2s/3)}, u{Pn B,(r + 2s/3)}]. (3.7) 
AS a consequence of Lemma 3.2, the tirst and the second term of the right- 
hand side of (3.7) are bounded, respectively, by 
2#1’ amd . ! (r + t)d F(dt) t > 2s/3 
and 
2#J’ awd . J (r + t)d F(dt). t > 2s/3 
Combining these results, we get the desired result. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S(r) = {II E (Z”)“; the number of connected components 
of B,(r) n rB > 2} and, for each n E S(r), let s(n) = Min(s; B,,(s t r) U 
(s + r)B is connected}. Zf H(s) denotes the curdinality of the set (n E S(r); 
s(Z) < s), then there are absolute constants /3 and y such that H(s) < 
P(y t r + s)~~. Also, #[(Zd)” \S(r)] Q P(y + r)3d. 
Proof: Let V = {(x, ,,.., xd) E Rd; Ix,]<;). If aEsB, then T,Vc 
(s + @)B. Therefore N(s) = #(sB* n Zd) Q wd(s t v/;i>“. Also, if 
n E S(r) and s(n) ( s, then n E 6(s + r)B. Hence H(s) < [N(6s + 6r)]3d < 
wi(6s + 6r t &)3d. This shows that we can take /I = (6d~d)3, y = \/;i/6. On 
the other hand, n e S(r) implies n c 6rB and hence 
#[(Zd)‘\S(r)J <N(6r)’ < wi(6r + &)3d. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Assume that a decreasing function y(s) > 0 satisfies the 
conditions (i) Safe -+ 0 as s -+ 00, (ii) lS,,, s3d[-ty(ds)] < 0~). Then 
1 MS(r) w@(n)) Gil,, Ws)L-vW)l. 
Proof: There are continuous functions H, such that lim,H,(s) = H(s) 
and H(s) < H,(s) < P(y t r t s) 3d Fix two numbers 0 < c’ < c” < co and .
take an arbitrary division of the interval [c’, c”), c’ = c,, < c, < a.. < c, = c”. 
Let us choose c’, c” so that they are not jump points of v. Then 
( r 44ci)[s(c~+~)-H(ci)l < 5 H(ci)[V/(cj-l)-W(ci)] + W(c,)H(cn) 
,ro i=I 
G 5 Hdcf)[W(ci-l) - W(c,)l + Vtcn) H(cn)* 
i=l 
Therefore 
I< J H,(s)[-v(ds)l + W’) W’). C’(S<C” 
Letting c’ 1 0 and c” T co and noting H,(s) </I(7 + s t r)3d, we have the 
inequality (3.8) with H, in place of H. We can finish the proof by letting 
I-1 03. 
Now we can state and prove the following theorem which deals with a 
random field (X,} indexed by Zd, X, being an outcome of a measurement 
upon stationary Z taken within distance r from the center a. If Z is a 
regionary independent, that is, if Z is a stationary Boolean model, we have a 
simple result. But, in general, the effect of the dependence within P appears 
through the function ~llp, which is defined by 
v,(r, s) = Sup #,[ti{Pn B,(r t 2s/3)}, u{Pn B,(r t 2s/3)}], (3.9) 
I..t 
where the supremum is taken over those Z and J such that 0 E IV J, 
B,(r t s) n B,(r t s) # 0 and #(IV J) < 4. 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumption and notations of Lemma 3.2, Jx 
positive 6 and r and define functions 
vdr,s)= J 
L I 
6/(4+6) 
(r + t)d F(dt) , 
t> h/s 
w&, s) = [yfp(r, s)]~/(~+~). 
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If P is regionary independent, let v1 = 0. Suppose that functions w, and wz 
satisfy the two conditions stated in Lemma 3.5. If there corresponds a 
random variable X, for each a E Zd which is a(Z n T, rB)-measurable such 
that Sup, IlX,l14+s =p < co, then we have, with rl= 2841p4, 
< (52)s”4 + ‘) H(s)[-vz(r, ds)] + 4s”4 “) /?q(r + y)3d 
+ (104aw,)““4 + s) 
rl * i>O 
Hts)[-v,tr, ds)] < 00. (3.10) 
Prooj From Theorem 1 the left-hand side of (3.10) is bounded by 
rl c [64(0, a, b, c; 41 6’(4t “, (3.11) 
(a,b.c) 
where #4(0, a, 6, c; r) = #,[a(Z n T,rB), x = 0, a, b, c]. Using inequalities 
$4 < 4 (Lemma 2.3) and 
@,(O, a, b, c; r) < 104~x0, . 
! 
(r + t)d F(dt) + 52yp(r, s) 
t>Zs(o.b.c)/3 
(Lemma 3.3), according to whether (a, b, c) e S(r) or not, we can continue 
(3.11) with K= 104~x0, as 
6/(4+s’ 
<rj 21 46”4+a’+fl~ KJ (r + t)d F(dt) + 52w,,(r, s) 
S(W SW * t>Zs(a,b,c)/3 I 
<4 S/(4 + *)bv(r + y)3d + &l(4+ ‘) - s ty,(r, s(a, 6, c)) 
S(r) 
+ (52)~/“++“‘~ . x w2(r, sta, 4 c>>. S(r) 
Now, by the strength of Lemma 3.5, we can finish the proof. 
Remark. As noted previously, a simple point process P can be 
considered as a RACS. If, moreover, P is infinitely divisible (with respect to 
addition of measures) and stationary, it is known that P itself has the 
clustering representation, that is, the representation of the form (3.1); 
P = U { T,P,; x E P,,}, where P, is a stationary Poisson process and {P,} 
are point processes which are independently distributed and is also 
independent of P, (see Matthes et al. [9, Theorem 4.5.31 or Matheron [8, 
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Section 3.31). If P, consists of finite number of points a.s., then we can get 
the following upper bound ~&,(r, s) of vp(rr s) from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, 
which can be used in place of wp(r, s) in Theorem 3. 
wp(r, 4 = SUP $&{Pn B,(r + W)}, a{Pn B.,P + 2@Nl 
I.J 
< 2 Sup [P(P(B,(r + s)‘)n B,(r + 2s/3) # 0) 
1.J 
+ P{P(B,(r + s)‘) n BJ(r + b/3) # s)] 
G 2a,w, sFT (#I + #J) - j,,,,3 (r + 243 + t)d wo 
<8a,C.O, J (r + h/3 + tjd J’,(dO = vb(r, s>, r~s,3 
where a,, and F,, are defined for {P,} as a and F are defined for {A,}. 
Remark. If F(df) is absolutely continuous with a density function f(t) 
and if u is a positive number less than 1, then, from Jensen’s generalization 
(precisely, its integral version) of the Holder inequality (see Mitrinovic [ 10, 
Section 2.8]), we have 
(r+Gdf(WG [I 
I/a 
(r + t)nud f”“(t) dt 
I > 2~13 1 [I 
b/4 
j+“(t) dr , 
I > 2Sl3 I 
where v = 1 - u and a, j? are positive numbers with l/a + l//I > 1. Choosing 
a = 6/(4 + 6) and p = l/v, the last inequality shows that 
[i t>zs/3 
(r + t)df(t) dt ].,,“’ <I,,,,, (r + t)udslc4+s’ [f(t)]““““‘“’ dt. 
(3.12) 
So we can use the right-hand side of (3.12) in place of ty,(r, s) in Theorem 3 
provided it is finite for s > 0. 
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